
Key stage of the 
process

Person 
experiencing 

homelessness 
interacts with 

support services

Person's priority need 
assessed by 'Housing 

Officer'. 
This typically happens 

within a day

Opportunities to 
improve the 

services

Housing Officer decides if council has duty of care for person or not 
and decides if supported, temporary or no accommodation is 

provided 

Housing Officer 
provides emergency 
accommodation or 

supported 
accommodation to 

person, or no housing 
is provided

Person has 
housing 

application 
accepted. Moves 

into home

Person has 
permanent home

Person who is experiencing 
homelessness or someone on 

their behalf will be asked to fill in a 
' Housing Options' form in person 

or online, you can also call to 
access support. They must declare 
what their needs are and provide 

evidence of this

Housing officer decides if person 
is deemed as having a "High 

support" need

A+E / hospital

Step down bed 
provided

If you fit the criteria 
you might be referred 
for a Step Down bed if 

you have high 
healthcare needs that 
you don't need to be 

hospitalised for

Housing officer decides 
if person is deemed as 
having a "low support" 

need

Referred to supported accommodation, council and adult social care funded. 
The person's case is put in front of the housing panel and the case is scored.

Housing panel decides if they are deemed as having a "high/med/low support" 
need. They can't be here more that 2 years, in reality this could be longer.

Person applies for 
Direct Lets / Private 

housing 

Often people are here for a few years

Housing officer will refer you to Homemove - the 
person is then given a login and they 'bid' on 

housing online. Each property advert has one small 
photo. They cannot refuse a property after bidding 

on it unless it's proved inappropriate (ie. on 
accessibility grounds)

Council home

Private 
accommodation

Some people might get a social worker 
at this point and referred to adult 

social care
 The person will stay in emergency 

housing but it will be paid for by adult 
social care

The Homelessness 
Prevention Officer (also 

known as Housing officer) 
decides if someone is 

intentionally homeless or 
not and whether the council 

have a responsibility to 
house someone or not.
(56 days of relief duty is 

started)

Housing officer decides if 
person is deemed as having a 

"medium support" need

Settles into 
home

Day centres

Identified / verified 
by the street 

outreach team

Challenges 
identified by  

people who have 
lived experience of 

homelessness

Emergency homelessness due to fires, 
flood etc

This journey has not yet been mapped

You can reapply 
at council after 90 

days

Wait for a few hours to be 
put into emergency 

accommodation

 Plan created - which 
helps to work out where 
the person might have a 

local connection and 
they will be sent here if 

there is accommodation. 
Often the person ends 
up back experiencing 

homelessness.

Homelessness 
Prevention 

Officer (known 
as Housing 

Officer) at the 
council looks at 

the Housing 
Options form

Occasionally 
there is no 

housing stock 
available and 
someone is 

turned away and 
told to come back 

(very rare)

Sometimes the council may only be able 
to offer out of area. Sometimes this can 

be refused but there has to be 
evidenced reason for why the person 

can't go out of area

Person could be 
banned from in 
area  so would 
have to go out 

of area

Yes there is a 
local 

connection

No local 
connection

Person is asked to leave emergency 
accommodation

If the person has a local connection they 
will be referred to supported 

accommodation if they have support 
needs

Person does not 
have support 

needs

If person has 
support needs

In extreme situations someone might be 
placed in supported  accommodation

Block of flats, communal areas 
and warden on site. Alarms and 
buzzers in rooms. Only over 55

Worker at A+E will help support 
people to apply at council

If the housing officer 
decides someone is  

intentionally homeless 
then the council has no 

housing duty

The housing 
officer lets the 
person know 
they are no 

longer eligible 
for emergency 

accommodation 
Person is asked to leave emergency 

accommodation
 If the person does not have a local 

connection they will be advised to look at 
 private rent or referred to direct lets

If the housing officer 
decides someone is not 
intentionally homeless 
then the council has a 

housing duty

Council has a 
housing duty

Council does 
not have a 

housing duty

Person stays in temporary or supported accommodation and is 
referred to Homemove or on some occasions finds private 

housing

Someone seeking asylum or anyone 
without a settled status

This journey has not yet been mapped

Can be hard to fill your time 
with positive things

Finding positive ways to fill your 
days and build positive 

relationships can be really hard

Knowing where to go for support
It can be really hard to know where to 
turn to for support, it's hard to know 

what services exist and which ones will 
help in which situations.

A+E staff could ask everyone 
if they have somewhere to go 
and if they need any housing 

support
This would help to make sure 

more people could access 
support sooner

Person is experiencing 
homelessness

Person might be rough 
sleeping, be in an unsafe 

environment and needing to 
leave, they might be sofa 

surfing or experiencing  hidden 
homelessness

Some people might seek legal advice 
People can stay in emergency 

accommodation whilst they appeal the 
decision.

Lack of support
Lack of continuity of care and 
support whilst settling into a 

home

The person is about to start or is 
already experiencing homelessness

The person is at risk of, or already 
experiencing homelessness. They might 

be rough sleeping or experiencing 
hidden homelessness such as an 

unsafe environment and needing to 
leave or about to lose their home. They 

could be moving between these 
different situations.

The person might seek 
support or could be 

identified by an outreach 
team

Some people might go to day 
centres, A+E, access support 

services or be identified by the 
outreach teams.

The person is referred to the council 
and will be asked to fill out a housing 
options form and provide copies of ID 

and evidence of need

The council offer some support to fill out 
the housing options form if needed. The 

housing options form captures 
information about what someone's 

housing needs are and their situation.

They are then told what their housing 
options are by Housing Officer. They will 

be offered accommodation if applicable. If 
they are not offered housing a housing 

plan will be created.  

The Housing Officer decides if someone is 
deemed a priority or not. If someone is a 

priority, they will be given emergency 
accommodation typically by the end of the 

day.

More help for people who know they 
are about to become homeless

It's hard to access support until you are 
actively in a homeless situation and are a 

priority need

Create more consistency of care though 
peer advocacy

Peer advocacy - having someone there to 
help support you through the process would 

be really helpful

One point of contact 
If there was on point of contact who would you 

keep you updated it would make this whole 
process feel so much easier for the person 

experiencing homelessness

Lack of communication from 
services

Really hard to get in contact with 
anyone for support, people 
don't call you back from the 

council.

Feeling isolated and all energy goes 
into finding housing

All of your time and energy is put into 
finding somewhere safe to live, you are 
jumping from one option to the next. It 

can be very isolating.

Hard to get GP appointments
Hard to get appointments at GP 
surgeries and if you don't have a 

fixed address they often won't 
take you on as a patient.

Lack of support for preventing 
homeless situations

If you are not yet what the council 
determine as homeless, even if you 

know you are about to be, they 
won't do anything to support you 

until you have nowhere to live.

Admitted 
to hopital

Discharged 
from 

hospital

A typical housing 
pathway

Person contacts BHCC 
Housing Needs Service

(Presents to the council 
as homeless)

Council offices

Day centres Street 
outreach team

A +E

The person moves into emergency 
accommodation or supported 

accommodation. 

Depending on housing stock someone 
might be offered in or out of area 

emergency accommodation.

Will help support people to apply at 
council

Will help support people to apply at 
council

The person is assigned a 
Housing Officer

Dedicated housing officer is 
then assigned, and they 

decide if the council has a 
duty or not.

Housing officer makes decision

If the council does have a duty then the person will stay in emergency 
accommodation until suitable accommodation is available. If they do not have a 

duty of care the person will be asked to leave emergency accommodation and no 
accommodation will be provided.

Many people are also evicted from emergency accommodation with very little 
notice if they break any rules in the license agreement.

The person moves into temporary or supported 
accommodation

Some people are referred to temporary 
accommodation and then onwards to more 

permanent housing. Some people go into supported 
accommodation. Often people stay in temporary 

accommodation for quite a few years.

The person settles into home

Once the person has moved in 
they will need to source furniture 
and white goods. There is often 
very little support provided to 

people at this stage of the 
pathway.

They move into a home

Once someone has been 
given a council property they 

will need to sign a tenancy 
agreement and move in.

They apply for permanent 
accommodation 

Often people are referred to apply to 
Homemove to join the housing register 
and 'make bids' on council properties 
online. There is often very little detail 

provided about properties.

Lack of communication from the council
Housing Officer voicemail being full, never 

hearing back from Housing Officers

Communication with the council and 
most services is very phone call heavy

Often most services like the council require 
you to make phone calls which can be 
difficult if you don't have access to a 

phone, don't feel comfortable talking on 
the phone or aren't in a situation where 

you can make phone calls.

Support workers will often get 
responses before the person 

experiencing homelessness will
Often if the person experiencing 

homelessness emails the council they 
won't hear back for a very long time, if a 
support worker emails there is a higher 

chance of getting a response

Not knowing what's going to happen next
There is a lack of communication about what 

the process or next steps look like

The process is all based on doubt not 
trust

Council staff don't take what you say at 
face value, you have to evidence all of your 
needs and it can be very difficult to do that. 
It feels like no one believes you or is even 

listening to you.

Having to explain your story multiple 
times

You are often asked to explain your story 
and situation multiple times to different 
services which can be really hard to keep 

doing.

You don't know how long you might 
be there

It can be really hard to settle into 
somewhere as you don't know when 

you are going to be asked to leave

You don't get given much notice to move - it's often 
same day

This makes it really hard to plan for and can be very costly. 
Often taxi drivers don't want to take you but you have no 

other options. Sometimes you wont have enough money to 
move but you have to as otherwise the council will say you 
have made yourself intentionally homeless as you have not 

taken their accommodation
Sometimes you aren't put in a place 

that supports your recovery 
Sometimes people are placed in wet or 

dry houses but sometimes this isn't 
possible and can be very difficult for 

someone's recovery

You can be evicted from emergency 
accommodation very easily 

For having pets, for drug use, antisocial 
behaviour, etc.

When you get into emergency 
accommodation

"You don't get given any offer of 
support just keys"

Not always clear who your 
housing officer is or how to 

contact them

Difficult to access Homemove 
If you don't have a computer or you don't feel 
comfortable using technology it can be very 

difficult to access and use. There is also often 
incorrect data provided ie. how many steps 

lead up to the property

There is a fear to say no and a lack of 
choice

If you say no to a property you might not be 
offered another one and it might go against 

your record. If you have a mark on your 
record saying that you have made yourself 
intentionally homeless at any- point it never 

gets removed.

Moving costs can be quite 
high

Often taxi drivers don't want 
to take you but you have no 

other options. Sometimes you 
won't have enough money to 

move, but you have to as 
otherwise the council will say 

you have made yourself 
intentionally homeless as you 

have not taken their 
accommodation

Support in temporary accommodation is inadequate
Lack of mental health support in temporary accommodation

Lack of communication from council 
about duty

Often you have to wait a very long time 
to hear back from the council and the 

communication can be unclear

When a Housing Officer decides if you are a 
priority or not

"You have to get worse before people take 
you seriously and you are given support"

When you are in emergency or temporary 
accommodation

"Sometimes they know there is a problem like 
damp but they make it your problem by saying you 

aren't opening up the windows enough"

When you are trying to settle 
into a home

"There is huge lack of 
support, again you are just 
given a key but not much 

support"

Finding financial support

"When there is financial support it is 
often so hard to know what the criteria 

is and how to apply for it that it's not 
worth the stress"

When you are presenting as homeless to 
the council

"There is no trust, everyone doubts that 
what you are saying is true and it's 

really hard to evidence your healthcare 
needs, it can take months. It makes you 

feel like you're not being listened to"

Present to council and fill 
in housing options form 
and provide copies of ID 

and evidence of need

Not deemed 
priority need

Deemed 
priority need

Placed into out of area 
emergency 

accommodation

Placed into in area 
emergency support 

Homelessness 
Prevention 

Temporary accommodation

Supported 
accommodation

Emergency support can vary, sometimes 
they are places that dont have access to 

a fridge or kitchen

Referred to supported accommodation and 
housing panel decide level of support needed

Very rare

Sheltered 
accommodation

Person applies to Homemove

Transport and fuel poverty

Decisions being made 
by housing officer Moving in Housing Officer

Agree to 
temporary/supported 
accommodation rules

Settling in

Navigating 
services

Finding 
support

Navigating 
services

Navigating 
services

Finding 
support

Housing 
options form

Finding 
support Housing officer Temporary/supported 

accomodation

Applying for council housing 
through Homemove or private 

rented accommodation

Moving into permanent 
accommodation

Settling in

Lack of documentation
Often services like the council 

require identification 
documents. Getting ID can be a 
costly process. Some services 
also require a fixed address 

and proof of this.

Having negative experiences and 
relationships

Often people who are experiencing 
homelessness can have very difficult 

experiences and can often feel unsafe.

Being asked to evidence and prove your 
housing need and health care needs

The council require evidence of health care 
needs which can be really hard to get if 

you don't have a GP (as many GP's won't 
take on a patient without a fixed address). 

Also getting a referral and diagnosis to 
prove your health care needs can take 

months.

Hard to know your rights and what to do if 
they are not being met

It can be really difficult to know what your rights 
are and where to go if they aren't being met

Hard to know where you are in the process 
or what the whole process looks like

The whole housing pathway is unclear so it's 
hard to know what the next steps are.

Emergency accommodation might 
not be accessible 

Sometimes you might not have been 
able to prove your accessibility needs 
yet so the council put you somewhere 

that isn't accessible to you

Emergency accommodation doesn't 
always have access to kitchens

If you have dietary requirements and 
don't have access to a kitchen this can 

be really challenging.

Council has to get permission to view 
your NHS records and sometimes the 
notes are not sufficient evidence of 

health care needs
Getting a referral and diagnosis to 

prove your health care needs can take 
months.

Some people have a fear of four walls and 
don't want to be housed

You can be in emergency 
accommodation for a very 

long time - the 56 days is very 
rare to be there just for that 

period of time

Staff dont always have much 
training or much empathy - there is 

a lack of support in emergency 
accomdation

Not knowing what's going to 
happen next

There is a lack of 
communication about what the 
process or next steps look like

Hard to know what other support 
you might be able to access

Hard to find out the support available 
and what criteria you have to meet to 

get that support.

If you have stuff to move, it can be hard; 
taxis don't often want to take you and they 

are expensive

You can't really say no even if the housing 
you are given is out of area or inaccessible 

due to health care needs
The council might conclude you are 

intentionally homeless and won't give you any 
other accommodation

Not knowing what's going to happen 
next

There is a lack of communication about 
what the process or next steps look like

Hard to know your rights and 
what to do if they are not being 

met
It can be really difficult to know what 

your rights are and where to go if 
they aren't being met

Knowing where to go for support
It can be really hard to know where 
to turn to for support, it's hard to 

know what services exist and which 
ones will help in which situations.

Sometimes you are just given the basics - bed, fridge and 
microwave in temporary accommodation and you dont 

have money to go and buy a kettle and all the other 
things you need

Service charges that universal Credit doesn't cover

It's confusing and unclear who receives the money and 
when and then how the rent is paid

Local housing rate is very high £800 a month

Some people don't feel safe in temporary 
accommodation due to neighbours, location and 

relationships
Its not possible to do much about this so sometimes people 
leave and then it goes against their record that they have left 

housing and are therefore intentionally homeless but they 
have left as it was negatively impacting their mental health 

too much to stay in that situation.

Some people don't feel safe in 
emergency accommodation due to 

neighbours, location and 
relationships. 

Sometimes people leave and then it 
goes against their record that they 
have left housing and are therefore 

intentionally homeless but they have 
left as it was negatively impacting 

their mental health too much to stay.

Discrimination against people 
who are unemployed or who 

have been unemployed

Affordability of council home, 
bills and everything else you 

need

Quality of housing and 
maintenance is very low - often 
places are damp and in need of 

repairs

Can be difficult to prove local 
connection

Lack of consistency
No one talks to each other across services so 

you can be told different things

Welfare checks once a month feel 
more like they are checking you 

aren't doing anything wrong 

Hard to get any support to talk 
about benefits and ensure you are 

getting the right amounts

It's not always possible to find accessible 
council homes as there aren't many of 

them Lack of community

Isolation

Getting things fixed by the 
council can be really hard and 

take ages

Needing guarantors for private 
rental

Waiting for an update about where you are in the 
process

"It's important to acknowledge that this process 
takes a long time and it's one you might not 

survive"

When you are put into accommodation that doesn't 
meet your needs

"On paper they did what they are supposed to do as 
I was housed, but it was not somewhere that met 

my health needs, it was not accessible"

Planning a move
"Sometimes you just don't 

have the money to pay for a 
taxi to move but you have to 
find a way of getting there as 
otherwise they will think you 

are making yourself 
intentionally homeless"

When you are about to be homeless or 
are already homeless and seeking 

support

"It's really hard to know where to go 
for support"

Quotes from 
people with lived 
experience of this 

pathway

When you are seeking support

"The support I got from 
charities feels like what I 
should have got from the 

council"

There needs to be more education 
around being homeless, often 

people think it's just rough sleeping 
when actually it's much wider than 

that

Council helpline to be more easily 
accessible and publicised

Consistent communications and better 
response times

There needs to be better communication from 
the council and shorter response times, currently 
sometimes people just don't hear anything back 

at all
Council need to have more of a trusting 

mindset rather than always doubting 
people - person centred approach

Currently you are always met with people 
doubting what you say is true and you 

have to prove how much you need help, if 
this mindset was shifted too ' we trust 

what you are saying is true' it would have 
a huge impact on mental health. The 

person experiencing homelessness should 
have their needs listened to

There needs to be clearer information 
about people's rights

Currently people's rights are often not clear 
to them and there aren't many places to go 

if you think your rights aren't being met

One place to find all of the support 
services available to you

Have to prove lack of funds to be able to 
sort out your own accommodation

The council ask you to show your bank 
statement

Explore ways that the general 
public can help more - help to 

advocate Community hub
Having one place for people to 

go to access support and find out 
information

Safe surrender
In some areas across the UK they have 

a safe surrender initiative where 
someone can give up their housing if 

they feel like they need alternative 
housing support and it doesn't go 
against their file as intentionally 

homeless.

Currently what happens in Brighton 
and Hove is if you leave 

accommodation they will say you have 
made yourself intentionally homeless 
and it will be on your record forever 
and make it very hard for you to be 

given accommodation again
Having a passport type system where all of 
your information can be kept in one place 
that you can share with services when you 

want or need to do so that you don't have to 
keep telling each service provider your story

Further personalised assessments for 
housing needs

Currently it feels like there are boxes they 
have and they try to fit you into them to 
work out what they can offer you rather 

than listening to what your needs are and 
then thinking what might be best for you

More transparency from the council about 
what is happening, gathering more feedback 

from people and letting people know what 
improvements they are making. 

Clearer response times from the council

Having access to your council records and GP 
records would be really helpful, and being able 

to share this easily with service providers

Emergency numbers for the 
council feel deliberately 

hidden - they need to be easy 
to find

Higher quality temporary accommodation
Often things are in need of repair

More clarity about how properties are 
listed on Homemove and the process and 
ensure information and descriptions are 

update to date on properties. 

Better information signposting in 
accommodations to ensure you know 

about all of the support services 
available to you 

Better information on signposting in accommodations to 
ensure you know about all of the support services 

available to you 

Better ways of being able to 
raise housing repair issues

Minimum quality housing 
charter 

If there was a minimum housing 
quality charter that each home 

has to meet then there wouldn't 
be as many repairs needed after 

people move in

Feedback forms for people who 
have gone through the housing 

pathway

Feedback forms for people who have used 
Homemove

Financial or physical support to 
move home

Financial or physical support to move home

Minimum notice period of 2 days when asked to move 
home

Currently you can be asked to move home on the same day 
and if you don't do it, you risk not being offered 

accommodation again
Clear information about what 

the housing pathway looks 
like, how long it might take 

and what's involved so people 
know what the next steps are Consistency of move- in packs

Translation of key documents and 
service information into foreign 

languages

Translation of key documents 
and service information into 

foreign languages

Translation of key documents and service 
information into foreign languages

Clear explanation of the rules is needed 
- there are many reasons why you could 

be evicted from temporary housing

Enable easy access to housing plan that 
has been created by council 

Training for housing advice team on 
signposting

Recruit more housing team 
members

Standard letter template that tells 
someone who their main point of 
contact is and who their housing 

officer is

Better training for staff members - dispelling 
preconceptions and stereotypes

Clear information about what the housing pathway looks like, how long it 
might take and what's involved so people know what the next steps are

Template referrals form that 
GPs have that they can 

quickly create and pass onto 
the council so that peoples 

healthcare needs are 
evidenced

Reduce the level of identification 
needed or enable people to provide 
one bit of identification and the rest 

can follow so it's not a barrier to 
receiving support

Clear signposting of where you can go for 
financial support, and a clear process for 

applying for that financial support

More knowledge shared about what addresses you can use 
if you don't have a fixed address and need to receive 

documents like benefit forms

More support for settling into 
permanent accommodation - 

mental health needs are often 
still there

Clear information and pathway 
if the housing is not suitable or 

your needs change

Limited information on council properties 
People can't look at the property before they 

say yes, there is only a small photo on the 
site, and they can't refuse it unless there are 
core issue i.e. accessibility (Could take a few 

months).

Person not aware of or 
in touch with services

The person is at risk of losing 
their home

The person may still be living in 
their home but be aware that they 
are at risk of losing this home. This 

could be down to an emergency 
such as flooding, being evicted by 
landlords, fleeing violence or no 

longer being able to afford to live in 
the accommodation due to mental 

or physical health challenges.

When you are about to be homeless

"Most places won't help you till 
you are homeless even if you know 

you're about to be homeless"

Person at risk of 
homelessness

Person is at risk of 
homelessness

Housing pathway map  |  

This map is ever changing, we would love your input! 
This is an ongoing collaborative map, we would really appreciate 
further input to help build this out further. If you would like to get in 
touch please contact Nicky Pyper at nicky.pyper@nhs.net.

How did was this map created? 
This map is based on insights from the Common Ambition lived 
experience steering group and support workers.

Key

Person experiencing 
homelessness 

(unhoused)

Person in a Emergency 
housing situation 

(housed)

Person in a permanent 
housing situation 

(housed)

Person in a supported 
accommodation 

situation
(housed)

How to use this map?
This map can help services, systems and people to understand 
what the current housing pathway is like and where the core 
challenges are.

This pathways map is focused on the journey of someone who 
is single and over 18, the pathways for families and young 
people might be different.

This map shows the housing pathway 
across Brighton and Hove. It demonstrates 
the main housing pathway and challenges. 

This map does not visualise all of the instances 
where someone starts to re- experience 
homelessness - that can happen at anytime 
throughout this pathway. Healthcare pathway

Most common Housing 
pathways

Less common Housing 
pathways

Temporary 
accommodation

(housed)

When someone starts 
to experience 
homelessness

 Brighton and Hove

Why we created this map

In our work we are concerned that from the point people experience a housing crisis their 
physical, mental and emotional health is affected.  They can become ill or existing health 
issues can become worse.
We wanted to map the journey people who experience housing crisis and homelessness go 
on, so people who have not had this experience understand why people’s health suffers.

To do this we created a map of the housing pathway which is a path people take in Brighton 
and Hove if they experience a housing crisis and manage to make contact with services who 
can help them.

This is a pathway.  It is not a journey.  People’s journeys are much harder and more 
distressing to hear about than what we have shown here. Because our work is trauma 
informed we do not share these stories.

What we know from lived experience and from listening to people with experience of 
homelessness is that becoming lost or stuck at different points on this pathway causes 
harm and distress that can leave people with lifelong disabilities and health conditions.

We made this map together so we can describe people’s experiences of the housing 
pathway in Brighton and Hove.

We made it so we can explain exactly when, where and how people experience barriers, 
difficulty and stigma so that we can work with people in our city to create change.

We hope the changes we bring will stop some of the suffering people experience when life 
takes a difficult turn and they experience the distress of no longer having a home.

Person at risk of 
becoming homeless


